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TASK ANALYSIS OF SHUTTLE
ENTRY AND LANDING ACTIVITIES
ABSTRACT
The Task Analysis of Shuttle Entry and Landing (F3L) Activities documents all tasks
required to land the Orbiter successfully following an STS mission. In addition to the analysis of
tasks performed, conditions surrounding each task or series of tasks is included. These conditions
encompassed, for each task, the estimated time required for completion, altitude, relative velocity,
normal acceleration, lateral acceleration, location of controls being operated or monitored, and level
of g's experienced.
The present analysis precedes further investigations into the potential effects of zero g on
the piloting capabilities of crewn_mbers responsible for landing the Orbiter following long
duration missions. This includes, but is not limited to, researching the effects on piloting
capabilities following extended duration Orbiter missions.
Four primary constraints of the analysis must be explicated: (1) the analysis depicts E/L in a
static manner;, whereas, the actual process is dynamic; (2) since it was not feasible to conduct
research to conduct research in the actual setting (i.e., observing and filming during an actual E/L),
the task analysis was limited to information obtained from E/L documentation and observation of
E/L simulations; (3) the tasks included are those required for E/L during nominal, daylight
conditions; and (4) certain E/L tasks will vary according to the flying style of each commander.
BACKGROUND
A task analysis is typically conducted to define a job by breaking it down into its respective
components, including the conditions under which the tasks are performed. This facilitates
identifying specific units of a job for further scrutiny. The purpose of the present analysis was to
identify the requisite tasks performed by the commander (CDR), pilot (PLT), and mission
specialist 2 (MS2) to land the Orbiter successfully. The information contained in this document is
intended for use by organizations requiring entry and landing (E/L) task information for operational
planning or research purposes.
Included in the present analysis was a hierarchical assessment of all crewmember activities
that occur during F/L, including Orbiter events and the environment surrounding the crew as they
accomplish the tasks. Conditions under which crewmembers must perform include the following
variables: (1) elapsed time, (2) altitude (I-I), (3) relative velocity (Vrel), (4) normal acceleration
(Ny), (5) lateral acceleration (Nz), (6) location of controls, and (7) level of g's experienced.
Gravitational force was not included in the task analysis template but was graphed separately
(appendix A) to display the g's experienced during a typical E/L. Combined, the above
information explains the process of F./L in detail and provides the basis for various analyses
examining current or extended duration Orbiter (EDO) mission E/Ls. This procedure was
analogous to that used by Keller, Lesser, Norman, and Webster (1965) in their detailed analysis of
tasks to be performed by erewmembers during lunar excursion module activities.
To date, the missions flown have ranged in Iength from 2 to 13 days. Some CDRs, PLTs,
and MS2s of these missions expressed that they have, at various points of E/L, experienced a
somewhat less than optimal capability for performing their tasks. This may be due, in part, to the
adaptation from zero-g to lg, which they begin while in the dynamic environment of reentry.
During this time, the CD1L PIT, and MS2 must monitor controls for nominal and contingency
events, engage and disengage control systems, and conduct manual flight and landing procedures.
This is accomplished trader a high relative velocity (Vrel) and varying levels of normal and lateral
acceleration.
An important consideration to be addressed prior to the onset of EDO missions is the E/L
performance of the three crewmembers. A few individuals have repoaed that during E/L on
previous missions, certain limitations have been experienced. It is not known whether extended
time in zero g will accentuate difficulties previously reported or will possibly create additional
difficulties in piloting performance. An analysis of this type provides the basis for assessing
whether the CDR, PLT, and MS2 could be further affected by exposure to zero g for periods
longer than 13 days. Also, at what point in the F/L procedure would these difficulties most likely
occm,? A task analysis was first conducted, therefore, to define precisely what is performed during
E/I.,. Such an analysis facilitates any assessment of questions regarding the tasks and surrounding
conditions.
Note that this task analysis was current as of November 1991. Any tasks appearing in this
analysis will not reflect changes made to F/L procedures after that date (e.g., addition of the drag
chute to landing procedures).
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SCOPEOFTHE ANALYSIS
Constraints
To complete this analysis, several groups of Eft-, subject matter experts were consulted. In
addition, data obtained from all available documentation pertinent to F.JL were incorporated into the
analysis. However, the nature of this procedure and the methods available for analysis introduce
certain constraints as to how this analysis should be viewed. Limitations to consider in using the
information presented in this analysis include the following'.
• The analysis depicts E/L in a static manner;, whereas, the actual process is dynamic.
•This taskanalysisisbased upon a nominal landingduringdaylighthours.Any number
of anomalies may occur,and pilotingstylesmay differ,thiswould alterthetaskspresented
inthe tasktemplate.Examples of such deviationswould includemalfunctionsin
mechanical systems and/or wind conditions differing from that which was anticipated.
These or any off-nominalE/L scenarioswould requirea more complex setof tasks,more
f_,4uenthead movements, and an increaseduse ofchecklistsand cue cards.Therefore,
presenting all probable scenarios or incorporating subtle differences relative to a pilot's
flying are not feasible within the scope of this analysis.
• This project was limited to the information that could be obtained from E/L documentation
and observation of E/L simulations, since it was not possible to access the actual setting.
No filming or observing was conducted during an actual E/L sequence; simulations in the
motion-based simulator and verbal reports from PLTs, CDRs, and MS2s were used to
verify the accuracy of the task sequences.
•The analysisdoes not considereach mission CDR's flyingstyleor preferencesregarding
how and when E/L proceduresareperformed.
The focus of this analysis was on the tasks performed by the three crewmembers from S
minutes prior to entry interface (E/I) through wheel stop. Preparations for E,/L completed lm'ior to
this time were omitted from the analysis. All tasks are presented hierarchically in column format,
detailing activities required to accomplish specific tasks. Additional detail was provided regarding
crewmembers' actions during events controlled by the general purpose computer ((}PC) in the
controlsticksteering(CSS) phase ofthe analysis.This was includedsincetherequisitetasks
performed by crewmernbers increase significantly,and manual pilotingof theOrbiterbegins.
When EB occurs,elapsedtimeisrecorded inascendingorder, beginning at00:00.
Approximately 30 minutes isrequiredtoreachthepointofwheel stop;however, as previously
noted, between-mission diffcccnces exist among times to complete E/L. A primary factor influenc-
ing the fimclinc for completion of tasks is flight path. This can clcviate because of many variations,
including energy paramcmrs, wind conditions, Orbiter weight, orbital inclination, landing sit(:
chosen, and the heading alignment cone (HAC) selected at the landing site (figs. 1, 2, and 3). An
tasks accomplished during E/L are encompassed within tin'co distinct segments, each requiring
varying lengths of time to complete (table D. Each segment is separated into spocific phases,
during which a prescribed set of tasks must b¢ performed. The tasks follow in a hierarchical
fashion to dcline.at¢ what is necessary for completing that portion of the segment successfully.
Following arc the rudimentary assumptions used while completing the task analysis:
* E/I occurring at 400,000 ft.
• Lightweight Orbiter (< 220,000 lb.)
• Nominal energy parameters
• No equipn_nt malfunctions
No alarms sounding onboard thv Orbits, which signal off-nominal events
Landing during daylight hours
Nominal wind and weather conditions
Nominal _on of ground-bas_ guidance systems
Approximamly 30 minutes required from E/I to wheel stop
Nominal runway conditions at Edwards Air Fc_'ce Base, California (Edwards runway 22)
Data were collected at NASA JSC fi'om the Flight Crew Operations Directorat_ (FCOD)
and Mission Oporatious Directorate (MOD). Several sources were consulted to obtain the informa-
tion to complete the analysis, including the following:
• Subject Matter Expcm (FCOD and MOD lx'rsonnd),
• Guidance and Navigational Control (GNC) data fi,om previous E/Ls (S'IS -26, -41,
and -39),
• Observation of E/Ls in the Motion-Based Crew Simulator (MBCS)
• Flight Procedures Handbook (JSC-16873, July 1989),
• Shuttle Systems Handbook (JSC-11174, July 1989),
• Training and Procedure Manuals (SSV FAM 1107, August 1986; CS12102, November
1987; ENT GUID 2102, July 1988),
• Computer-modeled simulation of head movements.
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Since information had to be assimilated from several persons and reference materials, the
decision was made to conduct the analysis iterativcly, proceeding from a general to a Specific
format. The first phase involved producing a general outline of E/L using flight procedure
handbooks, training manuals, and observation of E/Ls in the MBCS. The initial outline
encompassed the major Orbiter events (table I), which are controlled by the onboard GPC
throughout E_; the timeframe at which they occur; and the corresponding altitude. Infommtion
listed in table 1 is also represented graphically in figures 4, 5, and 6. The initial outline also
contained subsequent tasks required during the major Orbiter events. From this outline, extensive
detail making up the final product was incorporated, with revisions and comments coming
primarily from SMEs and GNC data. SMEs included E/L instructors and GNC experts from
MOD, as well as erewmembers currently serving as CDRs, PLTs, and MS2s. Reviewers checked
the accuracy of tasks listed, provided additional requisite tasks, organized them into their proper
sequences, and assigned tasks to the appropriate erewmembers. Iterations such as these continued
until a consensus was reached between FCOD, MOD, and the researchers that an effective
portrayal of the tasks required to perform a nominal E/L successfully had been attained.
Table I.- Segments, Phases, and Subphases of Entry and Landing
Entry Segment (-24:09)
• Preentry Phase (-4:36)
• Temperature Control Phase (-8.26)
• Equilibrium Glide Phase (-2:48)
• Constant Drag Phase (-1:40)
• Transition Phase (-6:39)
TAEM Segment (-5:00)
• Acquisition Phase (-2:51)
- Arc Subphase (N/A)
- Line Subphasc (N/A)
• Heading Alignment Phase (-1:50)
• Prefinal Phase (-4): 19)
Approach and Land Segment (-1:50)
• Trajectory Capture Phase (N/A)
• Outer/Steep Glide Slope Phase (,,0:43)
• Preflare Phase (-43:14)
• Inner/Shallow Glide Phase (*4): 10)
• Final Flare (,,0:12)
• Touchdown and RoUout Phase (_0:31)
( ) contain the approximate time required to complete that particular segment, phase, or subphase.
NIA is listed where an accurate estimate of time couid not be obtained.
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ANALYSIS TEMPLATE DEHNrHON
Column Headings and Contents
v
The information obtained during the iterative process previously described is compiled into
a hierarchy using a column format template. The rationale for applying this format is the sequential
nature of the E/L proeedm'es and that a majority of the tasks being completed are well defined and
chronologically ordered. The column format also provided a means for presenting the numerous
set of tasks assigned to erewmembers that are performed simultaneously.
The column variables in the analysis contain the minimum required to accurately describe
the E/L procedure as a whole. The first five columns reference the conditions and constraints
under which tasksarcperformed,includingelapsedtime,altitude,Orbitervelocity,lateral
acceleration,and normal acceleration.The subsequentfourcolumns comprise the tasksperformed
by crewrnembers and thelocationand controlintheforward flightdeck (fig.7),which is
monitored or manipulatedduringE/L.
The followingisan explanationof what each column in thetemplatecontains:
El Time: Elapsed thnc from entryinterface.Time islistedinascendingorder,beginning
at00:00.
AIt Kit: Altitude in thousands of feet.
Vrel Kfps (M): Relativevelocityof the Orbiter,which isprovided in thousands ft/s(can
alsobe read as "mach"). During thetouchdown and rolloutphase (ElTmac 30:28),the
velocitymeasurement isdisplayedinknots (KT), sincecrewmembers use this readingas a
cue for certaintaskstobe initiated.
Ny: Lateral movement: Lateral acceleration in ft/s 2.
Nz: Vertical movement: Normal acceleration in ft/s 2.
Events/CDR Task: Orbiter events occurring automatically, as well as tasks performed
by the commander.
Note that Orbiter Events occurring automatically, _, and the
corresponding to each segment are listed in the CDR column _ but apply to all erewmembers.
Tasks performed by the CDR, PLT, and MS2 appear in their respective columns. If the same task
is performed by more than one erewmember, it is identified in all applicable columns.
12
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Pilot Task: Tasks performed by the PLT.
MS2 Task: Tasks performed by the Mission Specialist 2.
Loc: Location of controls or instruments involved in the task or sequence of tasks.
Notes: Comments to the reader on specific events or tasks.
The level of detail contained within the task template necessitated the development of a
nomenclature for organizing and labeling the segments and phases, with their respective tasks and
subtasks, for each crewmember. This system was used to iterate the sequence of the tasks and to
facilitate references to specific portions of the document. An example of the coding system used
for this analysis appears in table II. Each entry in table II is identified by a circled number
corresponding to the subsequent explanation of what the item represents.
Table H. - Example of Task Coding System
|
01 Begin Entry Segment (,24:09):
Ol.Ol MM304 Initiation_
"---1
001 _ "OPS 304 PRO."
002 Ch_k LVLH Attitude (0,40,0) on
003 Check FRCS MANF 1-4 closed.
®
®Entry Interface.,
A01 Begin Preentry Phase (-4:36)..
A01.01 Monitor alpha, qbar, phi, and drag-vel-range
ENT TRAJ 1 and Entry-Alpha Cue Card.:prof'de on
Auto elevon trim @ qbar=O.S. : (_
A01.02 Monitor Entry DAP,_
001 Monitor elevons.
002 Monitor body flap.
003 Monitor RCS jet activity lights for off-x
configuration/usage.
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1) ALL CAPS + BOLD + _ = Entry and Landing Segments. These are
identified by a two-digit number (01, 02, or 03), which precede the segment tide.
Parentheses following these ennies contain an approximate time required to complete each
segment.
2) ALL CAPS + BOLD + Italicized = Phases of E/L Segments. Upper case letters
connote the sequence of each phase within a segment. These letters precede the two-digit
numbers identifying the corresponding segments. Parentheses following these entries
contain an approximate time required to complete the phase. Aggregate time for completing
phases equals the time required to complete their associated segment.
3) ALL CAPS + Italicized = Subphases/Components of Phases. Phases that can be broken
down into discrete units are only identified via this formatting; they are not specified with
sequentialnumbering.
4) Italicized,= Events occurring automatically, controlled by the Orbiter onboard computer.
Note that events controlled by the Orbiter GPC are not explained in detail until CSS begins
(approximately 26:27 elapsed time), the reason being that when CSS begins, the crew is flying the
Orbiter manually in addition to their monitoring and verifying activities. During that period of
time, it is important to know the precise division of labor required to verify computer accuracy and
timelyoperation.
The descriptionsappearinthecolumn of thecrcwmember whose functionitistoverifyor
monitor theoccunence of theGPC-controlledevent.These eventsarenot sequentiallynumbered.
5) Regular Type = Task Statements.Each isidentifiedwith a letterfollowed by 4 digits
(e.g.,A01.01). The tasknumber isidentifiedfollowingthe decimal pointinthe sequence.
Tasks arenumbered insequentialordertoshow what must be completed duringa particular
phase. The statementsbegin with an underlinedverb toemphasize theactionthatis
required.
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6) Indented + Regular Type -- Subtasks. They describe what is necessary to complete the
associaw.zt task successfully. Each is identified with a 3-digit number (001,002, etc.).
Subtasks are omitted in instances where the task does not require further explanation. As
with tasks, subtasks begin with an underlined verb to highlight the type of activity being
performed.
Note that the tasks required during transitions into new segments cannot always be inserted
under a specific phase. These tasks, therefore, are identified without a letter that would link it to a
phase. In the present example, the task "01.01" and its subtasks appear at the introduction to the
segment and prior to the first phase. This also occurs in the transitions to segments 2 and 3.
To obtain the location of controls operated and monitored during E/L, the Space Shuttle
Systems Handbook, Volume I/, Section 20 (July 1989) was consulted. This portion of the task
analysis document identifies, by name, each control used to perform the corresponding task(s) and
its location according to the flight deck panel coordinate system. The forward flight deck
coordinate system comprises the following, which are also presented in figure 7.
Fffi forward panels, directly in front of the CDR and PLT
R= starboard side panels, to the PLTs right
L= port side panels, to the CDRs left
C= console panels, between CDR and PLT
O=- overhead panels, above CDR, PLT, and MS2
Each area contains several panels, which are identified as F1 to F8 for the forward panels:
C1 to C7 for the console, and so forth. Most panels are divided into sections to further define
control locations. These are identified with the letter "A." For example, the F6 panel is divided
into 8 sections, A1, A2...AS, and are identified as F6/A1, F6/A2... F6/AS. Note that these
secondary coordinates do not refer to the controls located in the aft portion of the flight deck.
16
Table HI. - Hierarchical Task L/sting
Shuttle Entry and Landing
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APPENDIX A
G's Expcricncexl During Entry and Landing
S.§
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APPENDIX B
Comments on Entry/Landing Provided by Crewmembers
• From Entry Interface minus 5 minutes the commander (CDR), pilot (PLT) and mission specialist
2 (MS2) continuously monitor all relevant instrumentation (e.g., altitude/vertical velocity
indicator (AVVI), alpha roach indicator (AM]), horizontal situation indicator (HSI), attitude
direction indicator (ADD, surface position indicator (SPI), enu'y trajectory (ENT TRAY),
horizontal situation display (SPEC 50)).
• It was not feasible to indicate when all monitoring tasks were taking place, since this is
an ongoing task from entry interface to wheel stop. We, therefore, elected m include
intermittently the most frequently monitored controls as an indication that this activity is
still ongoing.
• Regarding MS2 functions: In general, since MS2 can see both sides of cockpit, he/she will call
out and monitor all events. On a nominal entry, each of the three crewmembers will verify the
major events.
• Vrel Kfps (M) for Entry and Landing is dependent on trajectory and will be slightly different for
each flight.
• B01.07:001 "Double Toggle" (elapsed time 13:02). This procedure will be deleted when new
instrumentation and software are introduced to the Orbiters.
• A03.02 (Elapsed Tune 29:09). Executing control inputs to capture outer glide slope (0(35)
should not, in a nominal situation, require a pitchover and roll-out. Rather, it should be a
smooth maneuver from heading alignment cone (HAC) intercept to arrive established OGS.
Commander is constantly flying both axes, and the physical environment is always
approximately lg.
• During the "Final Flare Initiation" (D03.17: elapsed time 30:16) of E/L, the task is a closed-loop
command, made smoothly, not an open-loop command. During training sessions in the SMS,
however, it is considered open-loop.
• D03.20 "Alignment of heads-up display (HUD) Velocity Vector" (elapsed time 30:16). The
method of aligning the velocity vector is a techn/que task. No specific method is universal to
all CDRs and PLTs. In one CDR's opinion, to do it well, you should not use the HUD flight
path markers. Rather, it is an "outside-view depth perception" maneuver entirely.
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• With regardtotherudderpedalsforsteering,no one isallowed totouch them untilmain gem"
touchdown. Also, the brakingfunctionof therudderpedalsisnotpermittedto bc used until
midfieldhas been reached.
• Because of the handling characteristics of the Orbiter, control inputs on the RHC are very slight.
For example, the "Push forward on RHC" listed in A03.02:001 would be a very small
forward input.
• During preflare phase (onset at elapsed time 29:52) and following, erewmembers are probably
checking speedbrake (SPDBK) for a "ballpark" value. During that time, it has a "mind of its
own." Additionally, the "correct" SPDBK values that are being verified are based on computer
model estimates, which may not have utilized the most current wind conditions or energy state,
etC.
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